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Annals of Mathematics, 111 (1980), 209-230 

Spin and scalar curvature in the presence 
of a fundamental group. I 

By MIKHAEL GROMOv and H. BLAINE LAWSON, JR. 

0. Introduction 

It is a generally accepted principle that the fundamental group of a 
positively curved manifold must be "small". There has been. little pro- 
gress until recently in applying this principle to manifolds of positive* 
scalar curvature. This is not surprising since any manifold of the form 
X = X0 x S2 carries a metric of positive scalar curvature no matter how 
large the fundamental group is. 

A breakthrough in the problem was achieved in a recent sequence of 
papers [16], [17] of R. Schoen and S. T. Yau. They established, in parti- 
cular, that the tori of dimension ? 7 support no metric of positive scalar 
curvature. Their techniques employ the regularity of certain minimal hy- 
persurfaces which fails in dimensions > 8. 

Another approach to positive scalar curvature is suggested by the work 
of Lichnerowicz [13]. He proved that a spin manifold with non-vanishing 
A-genus carries no metric of positive scalar curvature. One of the ingredi- 
ents in his proof is the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem applied to the Dirac 
operator. 

We show in this paper how the spin argument gains additional power 
when the universal covering of a manifold X (and hence the fundamental 
group wr(X)) is "large". In particular we establish new obstructions to the 
existence of positive scalar curvature metrics on manifolds which are not 
simply-connected. In a companion paper [19] we show that for simply-con- 
nected manifolds the previously known obstructions essentially form a 
complete set of invariants. 

Definitions. A compact orientable riemannian manifold X of dimension 
n is called s-'-hyperspherical if there exists a short map of positive degree 
from X onto the euclidean n-sphere of radius s-'. (A short map is one which 
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which is negative somewhere is the scalar curvature function of some metric on X. (See [10].) 
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does not increase distance.) This is equivalent to the condition that there 
exists an s-contracting map of positive degree onto the unit sphere. (An 
s-contracting map is one which multiplies all distances by a factor less than 
or equal to s.) 

If for every s > 0, there exists a finite covering of X which is s-'-hy- 
perspherical and spin, then X is called enlargeable. 

Note that enlargeability is a homotopy invariant. Indeed, if X -- Y is 
a map of positive degree and Y is enlargeable, then clearly X is also en- 
largeable provided it has a finite spin covering. The simplest example of an 
enlargeable manifold is the torus. Observe that the product of enlargeable 
manifolds is enlargeable, and that the connected sum of any spin manifolds 
with an enlargeable manifold is again enlargeable. We shall prove in Sec- 
tions 3, 4 and 6 that all compact hyperbolic manifolds, all solvmanifolds and 
all sufficiently large 3-manifolds are enlargeable. 

THEOREM A. Let X be an enlargeable manifold. Then X carries no 
riemannian metric of positive scalar curvature. In fact any metric of 
non-negative scalar curvature on X is flat. 

This gives the general answer to a question of Kazdan and Warner [10]. 

COROLLARY A. Any metric of non-negative scalar curvature on the 
torus TV is flat. 

A smooth map f: X-- Y between compact, connected, oriented manifolds 
is said to have non-zero A-degree if A(f'-(p)) # 0 for some regular value p 
of f. The map is said to be spin if f*w2(Y) = kw2(X) for k = 0 or 1. (Here 
w2 denotes the second Stiefel-Whitney class.) 

THEOREM B. Let X be a compact manifold which admits a spin map of 
non-vanishing A-degree onto an enlargeable manifold. Then X carries no 
metric of positive scalar curvature. In fact any metric of non-negative 
scalar curvature on X is Ricci flat. 

COROLLARY B. Let X = T" # X0 where X0 is a spin manifold. Then X 
carries no metric of positive scalar curvature. Any metric of non-negative 
scalar curvature on X is flat (and X must be the standard torus). 

Note that when X is a compact spin manifold with A(X) # 0 and f: X-- 
{pt.}, Theorem B reduces to the Lichnerowicz Theorem [13]. Theorem B 
gives a family of results which interpolate between Theorem A and the 
Lichnerowicz result. For example, if X0 is spin and A(X0) # 0, and if Xl is 
enlargeable, then X0 x Xl carries no metric with positive scalar curvature. 
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This paper also contains some positive results. 

THEOREM C. The following manifolds carry metrics of positive scalar 
curvature. 

1. Any n-manifold (n > 3) of the form 
X = (S/lrl)# ' .. # (S/Irk) # (S' x S-1) . (S' x Sn-') 

where each (Sn/Fj) is an elliptic space form. 
2. Any manifold of the form X = d(X0 x D2) where X0 is a compact 

connected manifold with non-empty boundary. 
3. The double of X where X is a compact manifold which carries a 

metric such that both the scalar curvature of X and the mean curvature of 
its boundary are positive. 

By use of Theorem C(3), the following result will be proved in the 
second part of this paper. 

COROLLARY C. Any compact manifold X which carries a metric with 
sectional curvature:?0, cannot carry a metric with scalar curvature K > 0. 
Moreover, any metric with K ?> 0 on X is flat. 

In this paper and its sequel we treat the case of 3-manifolds. Modulo 
certain questions concerning manifolds with finite fundamental group, we 
obtain a classification of 3-manifolds with positive scalar curvature. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we present the Bochner- 
Weitzenbock formula for the Dirac operator on a twisted spin bundle. In 
Section 2 we define a topological invariant W(X) for non-simply-connected 
spin manifolds, which is analogous to the Novikov higher signature. This 
invariant is realized as the index of a family of elliptic operators. We show 
that it vanishes if the manifold carries a metric of positive scalar curva- 
ture. 

In Section 3 we introduce a geometric construction which allows us to 
generalize the results of Section 2. The idea is roughly dual to the Kodaira 
vanishing arguments. In place of twisting by a positive bundle, we "un- 
twist" over negative coverings. 

Section 4 treats the case of solvmanifolds; Section 5 contains the proof 
of Theorem C; and Section 6 concerns 3-manifolds. 

The results of this paper have a purely topological consequence. We 
recall the following result. 

THEOREM ([111). If a compact manifold admits a (non-trivial) S3-action, 
then it carries a metric of positive scalar curvature. 

Atiyah and Hirzebruch proved that if a spin manifold X admits an 
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Si-action, then A(X) 0 O. This is not true of the invariant W since 9(T") ? 0. 
However, from the above result and Theorem 2.1 (? 2), we have: 

THEOREM D. If a compact spin manifold X admits an S3-action, then 
W (X) = 0. 

Final Remark. The circle of ideas presented here suggested that one 
should be able to prove the generalized Novikov conjecture for manifolds 
whose universal covering space is hypereuclidean. We have learned that T. 
Farrell and W. C. Hsiang recently proved a result of this type [6]. 

1. The vanishing theorem for twisted spin bundles 

In this section we shall briefly enunciate the general Bochner-Weitzen- 
b6ck formula for a Dirac operator. Our setting is the following. Let X be 
a riemannian manifold and let Cl(X) denote its associated bundle of Clifford 
algebras. This is the bundle over X whose fibre at each point x is the Clif- 
ford algebra of the tangent space TX(X) with its given norm. There is a 
canonical embedding T(X) cCl(X). This bundle carries a natural orthogonal 
connection, extending the one on T, and characterized by the fact that 
covariant differentiation is a derivation on the algebra of sections, i.e., 

V(9.'r) =(V?)-+ + c-(Vf) 

for all p, F e F(Cl(X)). 
We now consider a bundle of modules S over the bundle of algebras 

Cl(X). We assume S is equipped with a metric and an orthogonal connec- 
tion so that: (i) For each unit tangent vector e e TX(X), x e X, the module 
multiplication e: Sx -+ Sx is orthogonal, (ii) covariant differentiation is a der- 
ivation with respect to module multiplication, i.e., 

V(9.a) = (VP)-a + P-(VU) 

for all q e Cl(X) and all a e F(S). Under these assumptions there is a self- 
adjoint elliptic first order differential operator D: F(S) -* F(S) defined by 
setting 

D =En= ei*V. 
where el, ..., en is locally a basis of pointwise orthonormal vector fields on 
X. The square of D is given by the formula 

D' = Fk ej -eek Vej,ek 

where VV W VV_- VVW is the hessian operator. When X is compact, the 
operators D and D2 have the same kernel. 

There is another second order operator V*V: F(S) -+ F(S) having the 
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same symbol as D2. It is given locally by 

V*V = . ,_1 Vej,e, 

This operator is non-negative and self-adjoint. Its kernel is the space of 
parallel sections of S. 

The following general formula yields most of the known vanishing 
theorems in riemannian geometry (see [12] for example). Let RV1W = Vv1w- 
Vw X denote the curvature tensor of the connection on S, and define a global 
section 9R e F(Hom(S, S)) by the formula: 

= = _ EjkejiekRepek 

THEOREM 1.1. 

(1.1) D2=V*V+ R 

Proof. Let el, , en be local orthonormal vector fields on X. Then 

D= Ejk ei-ek Vej,ek 

-Ej ej*ej* V6,j1, + I j<k ei*ek * (Vejek -Vek~ej) 

=V*V + gR . 

Note that R,,: S, -+ S, is a symmetric transformation. We say 'Ik is non- 
negative if RU, > 0 for all x. We say UR is positive if it is non-negative and 
9RZ > 0 at some point x. 

COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose X is compact and oriented. If UR is positive, 
then ker(D) = 0. If UR is non-negative, then ker(D) is the space of parallel 
sections. 

For the bundles of modules to be considered in this paper we shall re- 
quire a spin structure. Recall (cf. [15]) that an orientable manifold X is 
called a spin manifold if its second Stiefel-Whitney class w2(X) is zero. 
Suppose X is equipped with a riemannian metric and let Ps0"(X) be the 
bundle of oriented orthonormal tangent frames. A spin structure on X is 
a principal Spin,-bundle P,,, "(X) together with a Spin,,-equivariant map 
d: Pspin,,(X) - Pso,,(X) which commutes with the projection maps onto X. 
The condition w2(X) = 0 is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a 
Spin structure. 

Suppose now that X is an oriented riemannian manifold of dimension 
2n with a Spin structure. Let Cl2,, denote the Clifford algebra of R2" with 
its standard inner product. Then Cl2,, (RC _ End(C25), and so Cl2,, has a 
unique irreducible complex representation (cf. [1]). Restricting to Spin2,, c 
Cl2,, we obtain a unitary representation A of Spin2w. The associated complex 
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vector bundle 

S(X) = Pspin2, x AC 

is called the bundle of (complex) spinors over X. This bundle is naturally a 
bundle of modules over Cl(X) = Plpin2, x AdCl2,. Lifting the riemannian con- 
nection on PI02,.(X) to P;Pin2,(X) determines a connection satisfying the hy- 
potheses in the discussion above. The curvature of this bundle is given by 
the formula 

RsW = 2 E2<k <Rvw(ei)p ek>ejek 

where Rv w denotes the Riemann curvature tensor of X, and where the "" 
denotes Clifford multiplication. A straightforward computation now shows 
that the operator So above reduces to a scalar operator 

1 

4 

where K is the scalar curvature of X. We conclude that K > 0 implies 
ker(D) = 0. This is the well known theorem of Lichnerowicz [13]. 

Suppose now that E is any hermitian vector bundle over X with a uni- 
tary connection. Consider the bundle S(X) X E with the canonical tensor 
product connection. This is again a bundle of modules over X satisfying 
the above hypotheses. It will be called a twisted spin bundle over X. The 
corresponding operator $A is of the form 

(1.2) = + 9R 
4 

where 

(1.3) Ro(u (g e) i k (ej * ek *) (? R4 j(e) 

and where RE denotes the curvature tensor of the connection on E. From 
the discussion above we have the following result. 

THEOREM 1.3. Let X be a compact riemannian spin manifold and let 
S(X) (? E be a twisted spin bundle over X. If K > 41?0, then ker D = 0. 

From the bundle S(X) X E one can construct a natural elliptic complex. 
Suppose dim (X) = 2n and let wo be the parallel section of Cl(X) ?RC given 
locally by the formula a) = ine, - .e2n where el, .., e2, are pointwise ortho- 
normal vector fields. Then w02 = 1, and ej~o = - we, for all j. There is a de- 
composition 

S(X)0(DE= S+fflS- 
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into the + 1 and -1 eigenbundles for Clifford multiplication by w0. Clifford 
multiplication by ej gives isometries ej: So - ST. Since Vw) = 0, we see that 
restriction of the Dirac operator gives an elliptic operator 

(1.4) D+: F(S+) - F(S-) 

whose adjoint, denoted D-, is also the restriction of D. From the Atiyah- 
Singer Theorem [2] we have that 

(1.5) Index(D+) = {ch E. A(X)}I[X] 

where A denotes the total A-class of X. We can now state the main result 
of this section. 

THEOREM 1.4. Let X be a compact riemannian spin manifold of even 
dimension, and let S(X) (? E be a twisted spin bundle over X. If K > 490, 
then ker(D+) and coker(D+) are zero. In particular, if K > 4Ro, then 
{chE.A(X)}I[XI = 0. 

2. The higher A-genus and families of Dirac operators 

In this section we present an invariant for spin manifolds which is a- 
nalogous to the Novikov higher signature. We show that this invariant 
arises as the index of a family of elliptic operators obtained by twisting the 
fundamental spin complex with a family of flat hermitian line bundles. The 
results of the previous section will imply that if there exists a metric with 
K > 0, this invariant must vanish. 

We point out that a more elementary proof of stronger results will be 
given in the next section. The argument presented below has, in our opinion, 
some independent methodological interest. However, the reader unfamiliar 
with the Index Theorem for families can skip this section. 

Our constructions here closely follow those of Lusztig [14], so our pre- 
sentation will be brief. 

Let X be a compact spin manifold of dimension 2n. The higher-A-genus 
is an element W e A*Hom(H1(X; Z), Z) given as follows. Let xl, * XN be a 
basis of H'(X; Z) and let x*, ..., x* be the dual basis in Hom(H'(X; Z), Z). 
For each multi-index I = {il. *, ip} where ij < **< ip and 2n - p 0(4), 
let X, c X be a compact submanifold with trivial normal bundle dual to the 
cohomology class xil U* * U xi.. Let A(X,) e Z be its A-genus. Then 

(2.1) %(X) - a A(X1)x4I 
Note that W(X) is a topological invariant. It is furthermore an invariant 
of spin cobordisms which preserve the fundamental group. 
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Suppose now that T = V/F is an r-dimensional torus and let T* =V*/* 
be the dual torus. Let E, be the hermitian line bundle over T x T* given as 
the quotient of Vx V* x C by the action of F x F* which associates to (y, y*) 
the transformation (v, v*, z)->(v + y, v* + Y*, e27riv*r)z). This bundle is flat 
on the factors Tx {v*}. A straightforward computation (see [14]) shows 
that 

cl(Eo) -ordId. e Hom(F, F)_F*?1F-H(T; Z)1Hl(T*; Z)cH2(Tx T*; Z). 
If x, *.**, X. is a basis for F* and xl, *.. , x* a dual basis for F, then 

(2.2) _) = ( _ 1)k(k+l)/2 E IIk XIXI* 

Consider now a compact riemannian spin manifold X of dimension 2n 
and suppose f: X -* T is any smooth map. Then E = (f x id.)*(E) is a her- 
mitian line bundle over Xx T* which carries a canonical flat connection on 
each of the factors Xx {v*}. The construction presented at the end of 
Section 1 gives a family of twisted spin bundles S(X) 0 E, and a family of 
elliptic operators D+: F(S+) -+ F(S-) parameterized by the torus T*. 

Applying [3] we see that the index of the family is 

Wf(X) = {ch(E) * A(X)}[X] e Heven(T*; Z) 
To simplify matters one considers the universal case where 

T = Alb(X) = H1(X; R)/UH(X; Z)mod torsion 

is the Albanese variety of X and f: X -* Alb(X) is the canonical map(defined 
up to homotopy). The dual torus Alb(X)* _ Pic(X) is called the Picard 
variety of X. There is a natual isomorphism 

H*(Pic(X); Z) A A*Hom(H1(X; Z), Z) = A*(H1(X; Z)/torsion) 
An easy computation using (2.2) shows that the index of this family of 
operators over Pic(X) is exactly the higher A-genus of X. Given any map 
f: X - T, one has that Wf(X) = f*%(X). 

Suppose now that X admits a metric of positive scalar curvature, and 
consider the family of operators D+: F(S+) -F(S-) over Pic(X) constructed 
above. Since E is flat on each fibre, we conclude from Theorem 1.4 that the 
kernel and cokernel of each operator in this family is zero. This implies 
that the index of the family is zero. We have therefore proved the follow- 
ing result. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a compact spin manifold of even dimension. 
If X admits a metric of positive scalar curvature, then 

%(X) = O . 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Let X be a compact spin manifold of any dimension 
n. If X admits a map of positive degree onto the torus T', then X admits 
no metric of positive scalar curvature. 

Proof. If n is even, apply Theorem 2.1. (Note that the component of 
W in degree n is not zero.) If n is odd, apply the theorem to Xx S'. 

Theorem 2.1 can be sharpened somewhat by applying the following re- 
sults. The first theorem generalizes earlier work of J.P. Bourguignon. 

THEOREM 2.3 (Kazdan and Warner [10]). Let X be a compact rieman- 
nian manifold with scalar curvature K > 0. If X is not Ricci flat, then X 
carries a conformally equivalent metric with r > 0. 

THEOREM 2.4 (Cheeger and Gromoll [5]). Let X be a compact rieman- 
nian manifold which is Ricci flat. Then the universal covering X of X 
splits as a riemannian product X = Ex X0 where E is flat euclidean space 
and where X0 is a compact, simply-connected (Ricci flat) manifold. 

Combining the results above gives the following general answer to a 
question of Kazdan and Warner. (The case n ? 7 has been proved by Schoen 
and Yau.) 

COROLLARY 2.5. Any riemannian metric of non-negative scalar cur- 
vature on the torus T" is flat. 

Theorem 2.1 actually gives a family of results which "interpolate" be- 
tween the Lichnerowicz Theorem and Corollary 2.2 above. To state these 
results, we introduce the following concept. Let X and Y be compact, con- 
nected, oriented manifolds, and consider a smooth map f: X -* Y. Then for 
any regular value p of f, the set f '(p) is an oriented manifold whose orien- 
ted cobordism class is independent of the choice of p. 

Definition 2.6. The A-degree of the smooth map f: X -* Y is the num- 
ber A(f-(p)) where p is any regular value of f. (We set A(0) = 0.) 

COROLLARY 2.7. Let X be a compact spin manifold of any dimension 
n. Suppose X admits a smooth map f: X -* T-4` of non-zero A-degree. 
Then X carries no metric of positive scalar curvature. 

Note that Corollary 2.2 implies that any manifold of the form 

X= T#Y, 

where Y is a compact spin manifold, cannot carry a metric with K > 0. In 
fact, if T# Y is not diffeomorphic to the standard torus, T # Y cannot carry 
a metric with r > 0. 

Note also that from Corollary 2.7 any compact manifold of the form 
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X - TxY 

where Y is spin and A( Y) # 0, cannot carry a metric with K > 0. In fact 
any metric with Kr > 0 is a twisted riemannian product of a flat metric on 
To with a Ricci flat metric on Y. 

3. An untwisting trick 

In this section we shall present a different proof of the results of Sec- 
tion 2. This proof generalizes to a substantially larger class of manifolds. 

The basic idea here is that a riemannian manifold X with K > 0 cannot 
be too large in the following specific sense. Let Sm denote the euclidean 
m-sphere of curvature 1. A smooth map f: X -+ St is c-contracting (for 
some c > 0) if }if* VH ? c for all unit tangent vectors V on X. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. For each constant jro > 0 and each n e Z+ there is a 
constant c = c(Ko, n) > 0 with the following property. Let X be any compact 
riemannian spin manifold of dimension 2n with Kr > c. Then there exist 
no c-contracting mapsf: X__) S2" of positive degree. 

More generally, for any such X of dimension 2n + 4k there exist no 
c-contracting maps f: X __ S27 of non-zero A-degree. (Here c depends also 
on k.) 

Proof. Suppose f: X _* S2% is a smooth map and set 

c(f) = sup{lIf* V I: V is a unit tangent vector on X} . 

Let E, be a hermitian vector bundle over S2% such that cn(E0) # 0. Fix a 
hermitian connection in Eo and let REo denote its curvature tensor. Let 
E f*E0 and give E the induced connection. We now consider the twisted 
spin bundle S(X) ?& E with the tensor product connection, and we construct 
the associated elliptic complex D+: F(S+) - F(S-) presented in Section 1. 
We wish to apply Theorem 1.4. Let 9ZO be the curvature expression given 
by (1.3) and set 11 jo IlI = sup{<UZO(q), 9>: JI Iq = 1}. It is clear from (1.3) that 

there is a constant ao depending only on dimension such that I akoI < ao IREI 1. 

However, since the connection on E was induced from the one on E0, we 
have R,- = Rf,%,f*,W (under the obvious identification of the fibres over x 
and f(x)). Hence, IRE I1 < c2 II RE 11. It follows that 

10II 9o? aC2 

where a depends only on the data fixed on S2n. 
Now since X ? so, we have from Theorem 1.4 that if c <V sro/a, then 

{ch(E).A(X)}[XJ 0. Now ch(E) = 1 + co where 
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1 f *c.(E.) 
(n-i)! 

Since i > 0, we have A(X) = 0, and thereforea{nA(X)}[X] _e (f'(p)) = 0. 
This completes the proof. 

Note that the condition K > r0 is local and is preserved under the pro- 
cess of taking coverings, i.e., of "unwrapping" the manifold. If there exist 
unwrappings of the manifold which are uniformly large in all directions, 
then there exist contracting maps to the sphere. A fundamental collection 
of manifolds with this property consists of certain manifolds with non- 
positive sectional curvature. 

Definition 3.2. A group X is said to be residually finite if 

n{N: N< wT and lw1/NI < o} = {1}. 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be a compact riemannian n-manifold of non- 
positive sectional curvature such that 7w1(X) is residually finite. Then 
given any c > 0 there exists a finite covering X' -* X such that X' admits 
a c-contracting map to S" of degree 1. 

Proof. Fix a point x in the universal covering X of X and consider the 
diffeomorphism e-': X -+ T,(X) _ R" where e is the exponential map. The 
theory of Jacobi fields shows that e-1 is everywhere 1-contracting. We 
choose a degree-1 map A: R" -+ Sn which is constant outside the euclidean 
ball B1 of radius 1. Then there is a constant a > 0 such that for all r > 0, 
the map Or: X - S-, given by 057(x) = q(r e-'(x)), is ar-contracting and con- 
stant outside e(B,). 

Let F c X be a fundamental domain for the action of wT = 7w1(X) on X. 
Then for each r there is a finite set of elements g1, ..., gt e wT such that 
e(B,)c UN 1 gi(F). Since X is residually finite, there exists a subgroup wT'czw 
of finite index, such that gi ? w' for any i. Let X' -* X be the finite cover- 
ing corresponding to w'. Then there is a fundamental domain F' c X for 
the action of w' such that e(B,) c interior (F). The map q57 now descends to 
an ar-contracting map 0': X' -+ S" of degree 1. This completes the proof. 

This last result can be substantially generalized. 

Definition 3.4. A compact riemannian manifold Y is said to be enlarge- 
able in dimension n if for each constant c > 0, there exists a finite cover- 
ing Y' -- Y such that Y' is spin and Y' admits a c-contracting map f: Y'-* 
SI' of non-zero A-degree. If n = dim Y, Y is simply called enlargeable. 

Definition 3.5. A smooth map f: X -* Y between connected manifolds 
is called a spin map if w2(X) = kf*w2(Y) for k = 0 or 1. 
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We now have the following. 

PROPOSITION 3.6. Let Y be a compact, orientable, n-dimensional mani- 
fold which is enlargeable. Suppose X is any compact riemannian manifold 
which admits a spin map f: X-* Y of non-zero A-degree. Then X is en- 
largeable in dimension n. 

Proof. Let a = sup{Ilf.v I : v e TX and liv II1}. Given c > 0, let 
q: Y' -- Y be the covering such that Y' is spin and admits a (c/a)-contract- 
ing map F: Y' -* Sn of non-zero degree. Let p: X' -* X be the covering cor- 
responding to the subgroup (ff*)-1(q,,w1(Y')). Then there is a map f': X' 
Y' such that the diagram 

Pif lq 
X , y 

commutes. X' is spin since 

w2(X') = p*w2(X) = kp*f*w2(Y) = kf*q*w2(y) = kf'*W2(Y') = 0. 

The map F' = Fof' is clearly c-contracting and has non-zero A-degree. 
This completes the proof. 

Combining the results above gives our main result. 

THEOREM 3.7. A compact manifold which is enlargeable in some dim- 
ension n ? 0 cannot carry a metric of positive scalar curvature. 

In particular, we have from Proposition 3.3 the following result. 

THEOREM 3.8. Let Y be a compact riemannian n-manifold with sec- 
tional curvatures < 0 and such that r1(Y) is residually finite and some 
finite covering is spin. Then any compact manifold X which admits a 
spin map f: X -* Y of non-vanishing A-degree, carries no (non-fiat) rieman- 
nian metric with scalar curvature ir > 0. 

Note. If n is odd, the above theorem is proved by taking products 
with S1. 

COROLLARY 3.9. Let Y0 be homeomorphic to a locally homogeneous space 
F\G/H of non-positive sectional curvature, and let Y1 be any compact spin 
manifold of the same dimension. Suppose some finite covering of X is 
spin. Then the connected sum 

X = Yo # Y1 
carries no metric of positive scalar curvature. 
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The same conclusion holds for YO x Y2 where Y2 is any compact spin 
manifold with A(Y2) : 0. 

That F is residually finite follows from Selberg [18]. We note that if 
YO is hyperbolic, then there is always some finite covering which is spin 
[20]. This may be true of all manifolds considered in Corollary 3.9. 

In the second part of this paper we shall prove Theorem 3.8 without 
the hypotheses of spin and residual finiteness. 

4. Generalizations to solvmanifolds 

The arguments of the last section can be applied to manifolds other 
than those of non-positive curvature. The key concept in these arguments 
is that of enlargeability. Let B"(r) denote the euclidean ball of radius r. 
Also for a smooth map e: B"(r) -> X, where X is riemannian, we set 

III e III = inf{ll e*(v)ll: v e TB"(r) and 11 v 11 = 1} . 

The arguments used to establish Proposition 3.3 show the following. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose X is a compact riemannian n-manifold 
such that: 

( 1) wr1X is residually finite. 
( 2 ) Some finite covering of X is spin. 
( 3 ) For each r > 0, there is a smooth embedding e,: Bn(r) - X = the 

universal covering manifold of X, such that eI e, > 1. 
Then X is enlargeable. 

Definition 4.2. A compact manifold which satisfies the hypothesis (3) 
of Proposition 4.1 will be called expandable. 

Note that the condition of expandability is independent of the metric 
on the manifold X. This is seen as follows. Suppose that for some metric 
on X we have the family of mappings e,: B"(r) c X with IIle7lI1 > 1. Given 
another metric on X, we have IIle, II' > 1/a for some a > 0 (independent of 
r). We now replace e, by e'(x) = ear(ax). Then I Il ele' l'= I e'lll > 1. Thus 
the notion of expandability is a property of the diffeomorphism class of X. 

Note that an expandable manifold is a K(wr, 1). 

PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose X0 and X1 are compact expandable manifolds 
and let Y be a manifold of the form 

Y = X1 Xp X0 

where p: 7r,(X) -> Diffj(X0) is a homomorphism. Then Y is expandable. 

Proof. Let X, denote the universal covering of Xk and let nk = dim(Xk) 
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for k = O 1. Now Y = X1 x Xo/1l(XJ) where 7r1(XJ) acts jointly by deck 
transformations on the left and by the representation p on the right. 
Clearly Y is a fibre bundle over X1 with fibre X. and with a foliation F of 
dimension n1 (coming from the product structure above) transverse to the 
fibres. 

We introduce a metric on Y with the property that the tangent spaces 
to the fibres are perpendicular to {f and such that the metric on TF is lifted 
from some metric g1 on X1. (This is always possible.) Then on X1 x Xo this 
metric has the form 

g = gl )go 

where D, is the lift of g1 to X1 and where go is a family of metrics on Xo 
parameterized by points of X1. 

Fix r > O and let e1 ,: B"i(r) c-X1 be an embedding such that IIIel,7111 > 1. 
Set z el1,(O). Then there is a constant a > 0 such that (go),, > Jlal)(go), 
for all z' e image(e1,r). Choose eo,ar: B"o(ar) -* Xo such that II teoar III > 1 in the 
metric (#O)z, and define eo, r: Bno(r) c Xo by eor(x)= eo,ar(ax). Then IJleorjlJ >_ 1 
in each metric (gO)z' for z' e image(e1,r). It follows easily that 

er= (e1l,, eor): B Al(r) x Bno(r) - , X1 x X0 

satisfies IIJer7 I> 1. This proves the proposition. 

COROLLARY 4.4. Any compact solvmanifold is enlargeable. 

Proof. A compact solvmanifold X is parallelizable and has residually 
finite fundamental group. Furthermore, there is a fibration X -* S' whose 
fibre is again a compact solvmanifold. Hence, by induction X is expandable. 

THEOREM 4.5. Let X be a compact spin manifold which admits a map 
of non-zero A-degree onto a compact solvmanifold. Then X carries no 
metric of positive scalar curvature. 

5. Some constructions of manifolds with positive scalar curvature 

As mentioned in the introduction, any manifold which admits a non- 
trivial S3-action carries a metric with K > 0 [11]. This covers most examples 
known to date. We present here some other constructions of metrics with 
K > 0 which will prove useful in the second part of this paper. We begin 
with a simple case to illustrate the ideas. 

PROPOSITION 5.1. The manifold (S' x S)# ... #(S' x S2) carries a metric 
of positive scalar curvature. 

Proof. Consider the domain D c R2 given in Figure 1. (All curves are 
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euclidean circles.) 

FIGURE 1 

Embed R2 c R4 linearly and let Q be an s-neighborhood of D c R4 where s is 
small. Then X _ -(S' x S2)# ... #(S' x S2), and X has circular "C2 creases" 
which we smooth in a circularly symmetric way. 

We claim that for s sufficiently small, the metric induced from the eu- 
clidean metric has K>O and K.>O for some x. (By a theorem of Kazdan and 
Warner [101, one can then change the metric conformally to one with K>0.) 

The only points that need to be checked are the non-convex points, i.e., 
the pieces of X near the inner circles of AD. Here the surface can be gen- 
erated explicitly by rotation in the (x1, x,) plane of the surface ? {x= 
(x1, x2, x3) e R3: dist.(x, 1) = s} where 1 {(x, 0, 0): x > 1}. 

/XI 

Xv 

FIGURE 2 

The surface ? is itself obtained by rotating a curve y c R2. 

AX2 

X1 

FIGURE 3 
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k 

S 

6r , 7 

2 2 
FIGURE 4 

This curve must be smoothed at the points (1, +s). This can be done ex- 
plictly as follows. Let k(s) be the even function given in Figure 4, where 
o < )A <s. Then k(s) is the curvature function of a unique curve Y(s), with 
are length s, such that y(O) = (1 - s, 0) and y'(O) = (0 -1). Since |kds=7r, 
we see that Y is the desired C2 smoothing. 

By symmetry it will suffice to compute the scalar curvature at points 
of the hypersurface along the curve y(s), s > 0, in the (x1, x2)-plane. At 
such a point x = (x1, x2, 0, 0), the principal curvatures of the hypersurface 
are k1, 12, and -(1/x1)cos 8, where k1 and k2 are the principal curvatures of ? 
cR3 and where 8 is the angle between the normal to y and the x1-axis. 
Now for O < s < sr1/2-r7 we have k = k2 =11/s and x1 1. Hence, the 
scalar curvature K = 4/s2 - 2 cos d/x1 > 0. For s > s11/2 + )7, one sees easily 
that K O. For s e I = [s~r/2-r),7sz/2 +?r ] we have that k1 = k, k2 1/s and 
x_ 1. In particular, 2/s > k2 > 1/2s and x, > 1/2. It follows that in this 

region, 

7 2k1k2 - 2(k1 + k2)cos 8/X1 

>k _ 4(k + 2/s)cos 8 . 

Let Y' T = (a, b). Then T' = kN where N (-b, a) is the unit normal 
to Y, and cos 8 = b > 0. We are interested in the function f(s) = k(s)/s- 
4[k(s) + 2/s]b(s). This function is > 0 at the left endpoint of I, =0 at the 

right endpoint, and is differentiable in I. Now in I we have: k' -1/2s'7, 

b'z= ka 0 <1 k < 1/s, and a2+ b2 = 1. Therefore, 

f' = k'(1/s - 4b) - 4(k + 2/s)ka 

(1/2s)7)(1/s - 4b) + 0(1/62) < 0 

Hence &r > f > 0 on I. This completes the proof. 
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REMARK 5.2. The above construction applied to the plane figure: 

FIGURE 5 

gives a metric on (S' x S2)# *... #(S' x S2), punctured at k points, which has 
K > 0 and is the product metric R x S2 on the ends. 

PROPOSITION 5.3. Let X be a compact n-manifold, n > 3, of constant 
positive sectional curvature. Then X, punctured at a finite number of 
points, carries a metric which has K > 0 and which, on each end R x Sn-, 
is the standard product metric. (The radius of the sphere on each end can 
be arbitrarily prescribed.) 

Proof. The construction is local. We consider a piece of the euclidean 
sphere SI embedded in the usual way in R"+'. Consider a point p close to 
SI and on the "outside". Let En be the boundary of the convex hull of 
SI U {p}. (We change Sn by replacing a small cap with a cone of tangent 
segments from p.) 

p 

FIGURE 6 

The C2 "crease" along the small sphere S'-1 c Sn can be locally smoothed 
so that the metric has K > 0. 

We now observe that the cone can be pulled out to a cylinder preserv- 
ing positive scalar curvature. The cone is obtained by rotating a line 
segment 1, in the (xo, x1)-plane, about the x.-axis in R"+'. We may renor- 
malize the picture by a homothety so that 1 is the segment joining (0, 1) to 
(s, 0). We replace 1 with a bent segment 1'. The curvature 
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Xi 

00~~~~~~~~X 

c 1' 

FIGURE 7 

of the segment is a non-negative function k e Co (R+) whose integral is the 
total bend. The resulting manifold of rotation will have scalar curvature 

i ( = n(-1) sino[ (n 2) sin8 -2k] 
X1 X1 

where a is the angle of the normal with the xp-axis. Hence we may bend 
through some angle ,3 while preserving K > 0. 

The vertex of our new figure is again a cone. We renormalize and re- 
peat the procedure. Since the cone is less acute, we may bend through an 
angle > ,8. In a finite number of steps we arrive at the cylinder. This com- 
pletes the proof. 

Combining the above results gives the following. 

THEOREM 5.4. Any 3-manifold of the form 

m, = (s3/rl) # ... (s3/r)#(s x S2) # ... (s' x s2), 
where each ri is a finite subgroup of SO, acting freely and orthogonally on 
S3, carries a metric of positive scalar curvature. 

The construction in Proposition 5.1 can be considerably generalized. 

THEOREM 5.5. Let X0 be any compact manifold with non-zero boundary. 
Then the manifold X = a(X0 x D2) carries a metric of positive scalar cur- 
vature. 

COROLLARY 5.6. Let X0 be any compact manifold without boundary. 
Then the manifold obtained from X0 x S' by surgery on a finite number of 
circles {p1} x S1, * * *, {1p} x S' carries a metric of positive scalar curvature. 

Proof of Theorem 5.5. Introduce on X0 a metric of positive sectional 
curvature (cf. [7]) and consider the riemannian product X0 x D2 with the 
flat 2-disk. Let X1czX0 be the complement of a thin collar of aX0. Then for 
s sufficiently small, the boundary of {p e X0 x D2: dist(p, X1) ? s} will have 
K > 0 where this manifold is of class C2. Examination of the non-C2 points 
shows that they can be smoothed while preserving the condition K > 0. The 
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argument is a straightforward application of the Gauss-curvature formulas 
for a hypersurface. 

THEOREM 5.7. Let X be a compact riemannian manifold with bound- 
ary such that: 

(i) K > onX; 
(ii) H > 0 on aX where H is the mean curvature of AX with respect to 

the exterior normal. 
Then the double of X carries a metric with K > 0. 

Proof. Let X1 X\C where C is a thin collar of AX. We can choose 
X1 so that the mean curvature H of aX1 is still positive. We then consider 
the riemannian product Xx I and define D(X) = {p e Xx I: dist.(p, X1) = e 
where 0 <s ? 1. This manifold is homeomorphic to the double of X. It 
contains certain obvious C2 creases. We claim that for s sufficiently small, 
these creases can be smoothed in X x I so that the induced metric has 
K > O. 

On the regions of D(X) which are parallel to X in Xx I we clearly have 
K > 0. The difficulty comes at the bending points. 

Fix x e, X, and let a be the geodesic segment in X1 emanating or- 
thogonally from aX1 at x. Then a x I is totally geodesic in X x I. Let Y = 
(a x I) U D(X) be the intersection of this surface with D(X). It will be of 
the form pictured below. 

Hi 
~~~~~~~a 

FIGURE 8 

Let p ***, en be the principal curvatures of aX1 at x. At a point cor- 
responding to angle 8 (see Figure 8), the principal curvatures of D(X) will 
be of the form X0 = (1/s)cos 8 + 0(s) and X,= ([k ? 0(s))cos 8 + 0(62) for 
k = 1, n, . It follows from the Gauss curvature equation, that the scalar 
curvature K of D(X) is of the form: 

K = KX ( 2 H + 0())cos29 + 0(6) 

where Kx is the scalar curvature function of X (and of X x I). For 8 close 
to 7r/2 one can construct a C2 smoothing of D(X) so that the condition K > 0 
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is preserved. This completes the proof. 

REMARK 5.8. It is clear from the proof that in Theorem 5.7 we can 
choose the metric on D(X) to agree with the one on X outside a neighbor- 
hood of aX c D(X). Moreover, we may assume that if the metric on X 
satisfies K > so > 0, then this metric on D(X) satisfies r > K0/2. 

6. Some results for 3-manifolds 

The techniques above can be applied to a class of K(7r, 1)-manifolds 
which includes many manifolds of dimension 3. 

THEOREM 6.1. Let X be a compact K(ic, l)-manifold of dimension n 
such that Z is residually finite and some finite covering of X is spin. Sup- 
pose there exists a compact expandable (n - l)-manifold X0 and a map 
9: X0 -O X such that 9*: c11(X0) -- ic1(X) is infective. Then X is an enlarge- 
able manifold. In particular, no compact manifold which admits a spin 
map of non-vanishing A-degree onto X can carry a metric of positive 
scalar curvature. 

Proof. Let X' X be the covering space corresponding to the sub- 
group 7'K = qp*(c1,Xo) c c1,(X). Then the map p lifts to a map g': X0 X- 

which is a homotopy equivalence. In particular, there is a map p: X^' X- 

such that p o g^ is homotopic to the identity map on X0. 
Fix a metric on X and lift it to X'. By passing to a finite cover, we 

may assume X0 and X' are oriented. Then X' is a complete manifold with 
two ends. We replace 9^(XO) with a compact oriented embedded hypersurface 
Hc X' which is homologous to gf(XO). Since the class [q^(XO)] e H"_1(X^; Z) 
is a generator, we may assume H is connected. Then X'-H has two con- 
nected components X+ and X-. We define d: X' R by 

d(x) f-dist. (x, H) if xeX 
d dist. (x, H) if xeXl . 

Since X' is complete, the function d is proper. For each r > 0 we set 
X' = d-'([-r, r]) and define 

IIP*IIr = SUp{IIp*VI: Va unit tangent vector on X} r 

Let X, X0 denote the universal covering manifolds of X and Xo, and 
consider the map 

F: X -X x R 

given by F(x) =(1(X), d(x)) where pU is the lifting of p. This map is proper 
and of positive degree in the following sense. Let B ci X be an embedded 
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(n - 1)-ball and consider the map s: X0 x R -- SA given by the composition: 

Xo x R - (Xol(Xo -B)) x (R/(R - [- 1 1])) --Saul Xs S1 Sn-1/s A S1=S . 

Then soF: X _> Sn is constant outside a compact set and thereby defines 
maps soF: X' -S on sufficiently large compact orientable coverings X' of 
X. (Recall that 11,(X) is residually finite.) These maps will be of positive 
degree. This can be seen by a straightforward homology argument. 

It remains to show that for any given c > 0, we can construct such a 
map which is c-contracting. Choose r > 0 so that 1/r < c and let R- 
IIP* I rC-l. Since X is expandable there exists an embedding e: BB-1(2R) 
X0 such that e I I I > 1. This gives a map so: X0 -> Sn' which is constant 
outside e(Bn-1(2R)) and is I p* I c-contracting. Let s,: R -? SI be given by 

R / R R/(R-[-ly 1]) 
Then s: X x R -> Sn is defined by the composition 

(Sosi) n t I S - X xR - S xS'- Sn' AS' 

One can easily see that the map s o F is c-contracting. This completes the 
proof. 

This theorem has the following immediate consequence (viz. Schoen 
and Yau [16]). 

THEOREM 6.2. Let X be a compact 3-manifold of the form X = XO # X1 
where X1 is a K(w, 1). If w is residually finite and contains an infinite 
subgroup which is isomorphic to the fundamental group of a compact sur- 
face, then X carries no metric of positive scalar curvature. In fact any 
metric of non-negative scalar curvature on X is flat. 

In the second part of this paper we shall remove the restrictions on it 
in Theorem 6.2. 

Recall that any compact orientable 3-manifold X can be decomposed 
as a connected sum 

X = E -K * #mk(SIXS2)#Kl m 

where each Y, is covered by a homotopy 3-sphere and each Ki is a K(r, 1) 
manifold [8]. It is a question whether each Y, is of the form S3/L' where 
1 c SO4 is a finite group whose orthogonal action on S3 is free. If so, this 
will give a classification of 3-manifolds of positive scalar curvature. 

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT STONY BROOK 
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